
Client Onboarding Exec 
  
The Role - Responsibilities: 

 

The role is within our Onboarding team and reporting directly to the Client Onboarding 

& AML manager.  

 

We are looking for an individual with financial services administration experience to join 

our growing team. Candidates with relevant experience in Client Due Diligence roles 

would be an advantage. 

 

Client Onboarding  

 

 Responsible for full onboarding and CDD process for all Retail direct and intermediary 

clients, Institutional clients, Service provider clients and life company clients.  

 Gatekeeper for all CDD approval and referrals to compliance. 

 Fully responsible for ensuring set up and oversight process are followed and kept 

updated to reflect process updates. 

 Responsible for maintaining strict SLA’s for new business. 
 Point of contact for any queries on client data and reporting requirements for the 

business, ensuring up to date knowledge at all times regarding MIFID II requirements, 
AML regulations and Tax status and options for different client types.  

 Oversight of peer reviews and reporting on set up numbers and results daily. 

 Fully responsible for staying within CDD policy and ensuring colleagues and firm and 
broker sales teams are aligned with same. 

 Ensure daily, weekly and monthly reporting is carried out as per business requirements 
 Set up all relevant databases with relevant customer information. 

 Responsible for preparing and reviewing ad hoc client information files, performing 

monthly reviews and writing to clients confirming accounts have been established 
 Ownership on AML acceptance and referrals. 

 Ensure defined escalation process is adhered to in order to resolves complex queries 

for onboarding. 
 Adherence to internal policies and controls including frequent review of procedures to 

ensure any updates/changes are incorporated 

 Responsible for identifying any productivity and quality improvement measures and 

flagging to senior team members 
 Suggest more efficient ways for processing of work; learn new areas for possible future 

ownership  
 Back up support for other teams on Clients Services, including SDIO Team and CS 

Administrators  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Profile: 

 Ability to work under pressure and maintain high standards when dealing with tight 

deadlines, high volumes and demanding dealing desk and clients 

 Strict attention to detail is essential as all departments will depend on the information 

inputted 

 Clear communicator, both written and verbal 

 Ability to demonstrate problem solving skills and to manage and resolve queries 

independently 

 Demonstrate an understanding of operational risk 

 Understanding of AML/Due Diligence requirements 

 Strong teamwork skills 

 Strict attention to detail and market deadlines essential  

 Flexible and open to change 

 Minimum 2 years’ experience in a similar administration role 

 Studying for the QFA or Compliance qualifications would be a distinct advantage 

 


